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2 THESSALONIANS 1:11-12 

     When faith and power come together a divine explosion takes place.  The woman with the  

     blood issue brought her faith to Jesus, touched His garment, and the interaction of faith with  

     power manifested healing in her body. 

 A young boy was told to stay out of the garage.  He didn’t.  Instead, he knocked a 

package off a table that landed in a liquid that caused an explosion that hurled him 

through the air.  Separately, the two were harmless.  Together, something powerful took 

place.  The same is true with faith and power. 

 

ACTS 10:38 

     Jesus was anointed with the Holy Ghost and power.  This anointing and power resulted in  

     many people being healed. 

 LUKE 5:17-20 – Again we see faith and power at work to bring healing and  

forgiveness to an individual. 

 

ACTS 5:14-16 

     The power of the Spirit combined with the people’s faith resulted in many people being  

     healed.  The Glory was in manifestation, proving to be greater than any disease that comes our  

     way. 

 John G. Lake – Five layers of infected flesh were consumed by the glory that was 

transmitted to a man’s stomach when Lake laid his hand on the growth. 

 

TRANSMUTATION 

 

ROMANS 8:11 

     Transmutation is the means by which one’s state of being is changed into another.  For  

     exmple, food is a lower life form that when eaten and digested is changed into energy that  

     sustains a higher form of life – human life. 

 The life of the Spirit within, can quicken our mortal body with life and health through 

this process of transmutation. 

 We must remember the need to interact faith with power.  We must believe in 

EPHESIANS 3:20 and mix faith with it!  It’s faith that ignites the Spirit and produces 

the miracles. 

 “You will begin to amend from this hour.  It won’t be instant, but you will recover!” 

 

CONCLUSION: 

     The Spirit can be involved in bringing healing to people’s lives in various ways.  There are  

     spiritual gifts, healing anointing, etc.  but may we never forget the indwelling Spirit who raised  

     Jesus from the dead can and will heal those who mix faith with His power. 


